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2016-2017 ANNUAL REPORT 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Student Chapter  
of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute  

Report Date: April 29, 2016 

This report summarizes the membership and activities conducted by the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign Student Chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute during the 2016-2017 

academic year. 

MISSION & GOALS 

The University of Illinois EERI student chapter aims to uphold the mission of the EERI and to provide 

opportunities for students to learn about earthquake engineering, meet colleagues, and interact with 

professionals with similar interests through organizing events and activities. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The University of Illinois Student Chapter had a total of 16 registered EERI National members in 2016-

2017. 

OFFICERS 

The Board consisted of the following members: 

Role Name EERI Member ID# Email Student Status 

President Alexander Tong 18703 ahtong2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Vice President Christina Marelli 18699 marelli2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Treasurer Siddhant Chawla - schawla3@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Secretary Michael Neal - mjneal2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Corporate Chair Tanmay Ramani - tramani2@illinois.edu  Graduate student 

SDC Captain Christina Marelli 18699 marelli2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

SDC Vice-Captain Peter Heintz - pheintz2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Graduate Advisor 
Setare 

Hajarolasvadi 
- hajarol2@illinois.edu Graduate student 
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Graduate Advisor Pratik Deogekar - deogeka2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Graduate Advisor Yuguang Fu - yfu15@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Graduate Advisor Vedhus Hoskere - hoskere2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

 

 

Board meetings were held on the following dates: 

August 20, 2016 November 12, 2016  

September 4, 2016 January 17, 2017  

September 17, 2016 March 28, 2017  

October 7, 2015 May 6, 2017  

 

 

FACULTY & INDUSTRY ADVISORS  

 

Faculty Advisors 

Youssef Hashash 

Professor 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering  
2230C Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory 

205 N Mathews Ave 

Urbana, IL 61801 

Tel: (217) 333-6986 

E-mail: hashash@illinois.edu 

Bassem Andrawes 
Associate Professor 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
3122 Newmark Civil Engineering Laboratory 
205 N Mathews Ave 
Urbana, IL 61801 

Tel: (217) 244-4178 
E-mail: andrawes@illinois.edu  

 

Industry Advisor 

Thomas Frankie 
Associate III 
Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates, Inc. 
330 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60002 
Tel: (847) 272-7400 
E-mail: tfrankie@wje.com 
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MEMBERS 

A complete list of nationally registered EERI student members is shown below. 

Name EERI Member ID# Email Student Status 

Anahid Behrouzi 16564 behrouz2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Siddhant Chawla  schawla3@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Martha Cuenca 17337 mcuenca2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Evgueni Filipov 13428 filipov1@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Zhengboyang Gao  zgao9@illinois.edu  Graduate student 

Joseph Harmon 16363 harmon4@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Peter Heintz  pheintz2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Mitchell Knapp 17730 mrknapp2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Wanzhou Ma 17894 wma7@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Christina Marelli 18699 marelli2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Yasutaka Narazaki 18792 narazak2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Cynthia Suminto  suminto2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Alex Tong 18703 ahtong2@illinois.edu Undergraduate student 

Jeff Wallace 15547 jwallacebruins@gmail.com Graduate student 

Antonio Zaldivar de Alba 18720 zldvrdl2@illinois.edu Graduate student 

Siang Zhou 18610 szhou53@illinois.edu Graduate student 
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BUDGET & FINANCIALS 

The bulk of the organization spending involved purchasing balsa wood for the SDC team to practice 

constructing its tower. In addition, a portion of the budget went into purchasing food for the meetings 

throughout the year.  

 

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

REGULAR CHAPTER MEETINGS  

Regular chapter meetings were all combined with either lectures or tutorials. These meetings typically 

took place once a month. In general, each meeting opened with an EERI Student Chapter Board member 

updating the members in attendance on chapter information. Then the EERI Chapter officer would 

introduce the guest lecturer, followed by the lecturer speaking on a subject related to earthquake 

engineering. 

UIUC Quad Day 

August 21, 2016 at 12pm 

Every fall semester, on the Sunday before the first day of classes, the University of Illinois at Urbana 

Champaign holds a four hour event where thousands of students looking for new involvement 

opportunities can walk around tables manned by student organizations and explore what they have to 

offer. This day is called Quad Day. 

EERI UIUC decided to take advantage of this chance to recruit new members. Armed with an old SDC 

model and an informational poster, they took turns talking to new students and describing all of the 

possible activities, while teaching a bit of earthquake engineering in between.  
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CEE Fall Kick Off  

August 31, 2016 at 5 pm 

CEE Fall Kick Off is an event held at the beginning of the fall semester to promote the student chapter and 

gather students interested in earthquake engineering together. The balsa wood structure from a previous 

year’s SDC team was displayed. EERI UIUC members discussed the activities and events that the chapter 

hosts every semester in an effort to engage students in the earthquake engineering field.   

Information Session and Smart Structures Technology Lab Tour 

September 13, 2016 at 5 pm 

This meeting serves as the first general meeting to introduce 

potential new members to the EERI UIUC Student Chapter 

and to welcome back returning members. In this event, the 

chapter president, Alex Tong, talked about the benefits of 

joining EERI, the seismic design competition, and other 

activities that EERI UIUC would host throughout the year. The 

graduate advisor, Yuguang Fu, also gave a tour of the large-

scale structural testing facility in the Newmark Civil 

Engineering Laboratory and operated a small-scale shake 

table demonstration in the Smart Structures Technology 

Laboratory.  

SAP2000 Workshops 

October 8 & 15, 2016 at 5:30 pm  

EERI UIUC held two one-hour SAP2000 tutorial workshops, given by the chapter graduate advisor, Setare 

Hajarolasvadi. The purpose of these workshops was to educate both SDC team members and structural 

engineering students with limited or no SAP2000 software background. In the first tutorial session, Setare 

reviewed the fundamentals of structural analysis, taught the basic steps for developing a structural model, 

and demonstrated how to run a static analysis in SAP2000. In the second tutorial, she taught how to use 

SAP2000 to execute modal and time history analyses of a structure. This was particularly useful for the 

SDC team and students that were interested in taking the graduate-level earthquake engineering course 

offered that academic year. 

EERI Lecture: “Recent Development on Multi -axial  Real-time Hybrid Simulation for Seismic 

Applications”  

January 26, 2017 at 5:30 pm 

EERI UIUC hosted a lecture by UIUC graduate student Gaston Fermandois-Cornejo, who discussed his 

current research work on structural simulation. Gaston told the audience about an alternative to 

traditional methods of structural research that involved combining physical testing and numerical systems 

modeling. This would be more cost-effective and reliable than purely experimental testing. 
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UIUC Engineering Open House  

March 10 and 11, 2017 

Every spring the College of Engineering at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign hosts a massive 

department science fair where student organizations and departments from all types of engineering show 

off their work and studies to tens of thousands of families and primary and secondary school students 

from around the Midwest region.  

EERI UIUC decided to team up with the university’s Geotechnical 

Engineering Student Organization (GESO) by holding a joint exhibition. 

GESO presented a liquefaction tank that showed the effects that 

liquefied sand as well as “seismic” loading had on figurines and wooden 

piles. EERI brought a shake table where they demonstrated the effects 

certain waves had on Lego structures. They also allowed kids to 

construct their own Lego buildings and tested them on the shake table. 
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EERI Research Round Table  

April 10, 2017 12:00 pm 

One thing the members of EERI UIUC noticed in the civil engineering department of the University of 

Illinois was the fractured relationship between earthquake engineering students from different 

concentrations, such as geotechnical and structural engineering. In efforts to improve understanding 

between the two, the organization held its very first Research Round Table event where students 

researching earthquake engineering related topics got together to share their work. There were three 

main speakers and plenty of insightful discussion.  

Speakers:  

 Lopamudra Bhaumik: “Settlements in granular material under multi-directional seismic loads.” 

 Alfonso Cerna-Diaz: “Investigation of dense sands under multidirectional earthquake loading.”  

 Joon Han Kim: “Predictions of earthquake induced free-field and shallow foundation settlement based on 

centrifuge tests and shaking table tests.” 
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SEISMIC DESIGN COMPETITION TEAM 

Although the UIUC SDC team received an invitation to participate in the 2017 Seismic Design Competition 

in Portland, the team was unable to attend due to schedule conflicts between the students’ university 

exams and the meeting date. 

SDC Team Members 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

Name EERI Member ID# Email Role 

Christina Marelli 18699 marelli2@illinois.edu Captain 

Peter Heintz - pheintz2@illinois.edu Vice-Captain 

Jonathan Snow - jrsnow2@illinois.edu Member 

Ben Wolendo - wolendo2@illinois.edu Member 

Alexander Tong 18703 ahtong2@illinois.edu Member 
 

Team results and lessons learned  

The UIUC SDC Team set out to improve on itself from last year, whose proposal was not accepted by the 

SLC. In order to achieve this, the team started to develop its design concept early. The team held design 

workshops, where they reviewed SAP2000 as well as structural design basics. They then split into groups 

to focus on different parts of the proposal. Once they reviewed the combined final product, they sent it 

out to the SLC. To the joy of the team, they received an invitation to compete in Portland; they achieved 

the first part of their goal. Unfortunately, when they discovered the date of the competition, members 

realized they could not attend without jeopardizing their university grades. For this reason, the team did 

not go to the meeting. 

Rather than dismantle all of the previous semester’s efforts, the UIUC SDC proceeded to prepare for the 

next year by constructing the structure and running a SAP2000 analysis on the model. This practice gave 

the members the experience necessary to streamline and improve the entire competition process next 

year.  
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ELECTION & ELECTION RESULTS 

The election for officers for the 2017-2018 academic year was held after the submission of this annual 

report. The results will be reported to EERI promptly after they have been collected. 

 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS  

Included at the end of this report are various attachments to supplement the information included above.  

A list of the attachments is included below: 

Appendix 1. Fliers 

1. First general meeting 

2. “Recent Development on Multi-axial Real-time Hybrid Simulation for Seismic Applications” by Gaston 

Fermandois-Cornejo 

3. EERI Research Round Table, featuring Lopamudra Bhaumik, Alfonso Cerna-Diaz, Joon Han Kim 

 

1. 
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2. 

 

3. 


